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The European Court of Human Rights is an international court based in Strasbourg 
and part of the Council of Europe. It rules on individual or inter-State applications 
alleging violations of the rights and freedoms set out in the European Convention 
on Human Rights by any of the Council’s 47 member States. The Court’s case-law 
makes the Convention a powerful living instrument for consolidating the rule of law 
and democracy in Europe.

The Reports of Judgments and Decisions is the official series of leading cases selected 
by the most senior judges at the Court because of their high jurisprudential interest. 
Each judgment and decision is published in English and French and is preceded 
by a summary – including case description, keywords and key notions – for ease 
of reference. The Reports are primarily designed for legal professionals, libraries 
and academics and complement the case-law information available on the Court’s 
website (www.echr.coe.int).
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The Reports of Judgments and Decisions is an official publication of the European Court 
of Human Rights containing a selection of key judgments and decisions of the Court with 
summaries prepared by the Registry. For the years 2007 and onwards the selection has been 
made by the Bureau1 of the Court following a proposal by the Jurisconsult2. 

With the exception of decisions by single judges, all the Court’s judgments and decisions, 
including those not published in this series, can be consulted online in the HUDOC 
database at http://hudoc.echr.coe.int.

Note on citation

The form of citation for judgments and decisions published in this series from 1 November 
1998 follows the pattern: name of case (in italics), application number, paragraph number 
(for judgments), abbreviation of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), year and 
(for the years 1999 to 2007 inclusive) number of volume.

In the absence of any indication to the contrary the cited text is a judgment on the merits 
delivered by a Chamber of the Court. Any variation from that is added in brackets after 
the name of the case: “(dec.)” for a decision on admissibility, “(preliminary objections)” 
for a judgment concerning only preliminary objections, “(just satisfaction)” for a judgment 
concerning only just satisfaction, “(revision)” for a judgment concerning revision, 
“(interpretation)” for a judgment concerning interpretation, “(striking out)” for a judgment 
striking the case out, “(friendly settlement)” for a judgment concerning a friendly settlement. 
If the judgment or decision has been given by the Grand Chamber of the Court, “[GC]” is 
added after the name of the case or after the case description that appears in brackets.

Examples

Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland, no. 45678/98, § 24, ECHR 1999-II

Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland [GC], no. 45678/98, § 24, ECHR 1999-II

Decision on admissibility delivered by a Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland (dec.), no. 45678/98, ECHR 1999-II

Decision on admissibility delivered by the Grand Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland (dec.) [GC], no. 45678/98, ECHR 1999-II

Judgment striking the case out delivered by a Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland (striking out), no. 45678/98, § 24, ECHR 1999-II

Judgment on a friendly settlement delivered by a Chamber
Campbell v. Ireland (friendly settlement), no. 45678/98, § 24, ECHR 1999-II

For further information on the Court’s mode of citation, which is regularly updated, 
please see the “Note on citation” published on the Court’s website (www.echr.coe.int).

1. The Bureau is composed of the President and Vice-Presidents of the Court and of the Section 
Presidents.
2. The Jurisconsult is responsible for case-law monitoring and plays a key role in preventing case-law 
conflicts.
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Subject matter

Article 5
Article 5 § 1

Preventive detention of convicted prisoner until judgment became final, 
even after his prison sentence had expired

Ruslan Yakovenko v. Ukraine, p. 131
Article 5 § 1 (f )

Unjustified delays in extradition proceedings for purposes of prosecution in 
another State

Gallardo Sanchez v. Italy, p. 1

Article 8
Failure to protect victim’s personal integrity in criminal proceedings 
concerning sexual abuse

Y. v. Slovenia, p. 93

Article 10
Award of damages against Internet news portal for offensive comments 
posted on its site by anonymous third parties

Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], p. 157

Lawyer’s conviction for complicity in defamation of investigating judges on 
account of remarks reported in the press

Morice v. France [GC], p. 17

Article 2 of Protocol No. 7
Applicant dissuaded from lodging an appeal against conviction since any 
appeal would have delayed his release

Ruslan Yakovenko v. Ukraine, p. 131
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